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THE VARIATION OF THE TIDAL QUALITY FACTOR OF CONVECTIVE ENVELOPES
OF ROTATING LOW-MASS STARS ALONG THEIR EVOLUTION
S. Mathis 1
Abstract. More than 1500 exoplanets have been discovered around a large diversity of host stars (from M- to Atype stars). Tidal dissipation in their convective envelope is a key actor that shapes the orbital architecture of short-period
systems and that still remains unknown. Using a simplified two-layer assumption and grids of stellar models, we compute
analytically an equivalent modified tidal quality factor, which is proportional to the inverse of the frequency-averaged
dissipation due to the viscous friction applied by turbulent convection on tidal waves. It leads the conversion of their
kinetic energy into heat and tidal evolution of orbits and spin. During their Pre-Main-Sequence, all low-mass stars have
a decrease of the equivalent modified tidal quality factor for a fixed angular velocity of their convective envelope. Next,
it evolves on the Main Sequence to an asymptotic value that is minimum for 0.6M K-type stars and that increases by
several orders of magnitude with increasing stellar mass. Finally, the rotational evolution of low-mass stars strengthens
tidal dissipation during the Pre-Main-Sequence.
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Introduction and context

Since twenty years, more than 1500 exoplanets have been discovered (e.g. Perryman 2011). The orbital architecture of
their systems is strongly different from the one we know for our solar system (e.g. Fabrycky et al. 2014). It stimulates
a lot of studies of their dynamical evolution and stability (e.g. Bolmont et al. 2012; Laskar et al. 2012). In such studies,
tidal interactions are one of the principal physical mechanisms that must be modeled, particularly for short-period systems. Indeed, the dissipation of the kinetic energy of tidal flows/displacements in stellar and planetary interiors leads to a
modification of the semi-major axis and the eccentricity of the orbits, of the rotation of celestial bodies and of the relative
inclination of the spins (Hut 1980, 1981). In this framework, a large majority of works proposed to use the so-called
tidal quality factor Q to parametrize this dissipation and the related friction processes (Kaula 1964). As in the case of the
theory of forced damped oscillators, the dissipation is strong and the evolution is rapid when the quality factor is small
and vice-versa. Two ways are then proposed to choose a value for Q: i) one can choose to calibrate it on observations or
on formation scenario (Goldreich & Soter 1966; Hansen 2012); ii) one choose to compute it using an ab-initio treatment
of dissipative mechanisms acting on tidal motions (e.g. Mathis & Remus 2013; Ogilvie 2014; Le Bars et al. 2015). In the
second case, it is now demonstrated that tidal dissipation is a complex function of the internal structure of celestial bodies,
of their dynamical properties (their rotation, stratification, viscosity, thermal diffusivity, etc.) and of the forcing frequency
(e.g. Efroimsky & Lainey 2007; Mathis & Remus 2013; Ogilvie 2014; Auclair Desrotour et al. 2015, and references
therein). Such dependences have a strong impact on the dynamical evolution of systems (Auclair-Desrotour et al. 2014).
To obtain a coherent picture of the dynamics of exoplanetary systems it is thus necessary to have a correct evaluation
of tidal dissipation in their host stars along their evolution; for instance this dissipation has a strong impact on the orbital
configuration of short-period systems. From now on, stellar mass range spreads from M red dwarfs to intermediate-mass
A-type stars. In this context, tidal friction in the rotating turbulent convective envelopes of these low-mass stars plays an
important role for tidal migration, circularization of orbits, synchronization and alignment of spins (e.g. Winn et al. 2010;
Albrecht et al. 2012; Lai 2012; Ogilvie 2014; Valsecchi & Rasio 2014, and references therein for hot-Jupiter systems). In
stellar convective layers, tidal flows are constituted of large-scale non-wavelike/equilibrium flows driven by the adjustment
of the hydrostatic structure of stars because of the presence of the planetary/stellar companion (Zahn 1966; Remus et al.
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2012) and the dynamical tide constituted by inertial waves, which have the Coriolis acceleration as restoring force (e.g.
Ogilvie & Lin 2007). In this framework, both the structure and rotation of stars strongly varies along their evolution (e.g.
Siess et al. 2000; Gallet & Bouvier 2013, 2015). Moreover, as reported by Ogilvie (2014), observations of star-planet and
binary-star systems show that tidal dissipation varies over several orders of magnitude. Therefore, the key questions that
must be addressed for dynamical studies is how does the tidal quality factor of the convective envelope of low-mass stars
vary as a function of stellar mass, evolutionary stage, and rotation?
Using results presented in Mathis (2015), we introduce here an equivalent modified tidal quality factor, which has been
defined by Ogilvie & Lin (2007) and is proportional to the inverse of the frequency-averaged dissipation. We compute it
as a function of the mass, the age, and the rotation of stars using realistic computed grids of stellar models which can be
used for dynamical studies of star-planet systems in a first step. In sec. 2, we introduce the assumptions and the formalism
that allows us to analytically evaluate this quantity as a function of the structure and rotation of stars (Ogilvie & Lin 2007;
Ogilvie 2013). In sec. 3, we compute it as a function of stellar mass and evolutionary stage at fixed angular velocity using
grids of stellar models for low-mass stars from 0.4 to 1.4M . In sec. 4, we present our conclusions.

2

Tidal dissipation modelling

In this work, we adopt a simplified two-layer model of a star A of mass Ms and mean radius Rs hosting a point-mass tidal
perturber B of mass m orbiting with a mean motion n (e.g. Ogilvie 2013; Penev et al. 2014, and Fig. 1). In this model, both
the central radiative region and the convective envelope are assumed to be homogeneous with respective constant densities
ρc and ρe . The convective layers of A are assumed to be in a moderate solid-body rotation with an angular velocity Ω so
2
 p
that  2 ≡ Ω/ GMs /R3s = (Ω/Ωc )2  1, where Ωc is the critical angular velocity and G is the gravitational constant.
Therefore, the centrifugal acceleration, which scales as Ω2 , is not taken into account. It surrounds the radiative core of
radius Rc and mass Mc .

Fig. 1. Two-layer low-mass star A of mass Ms and mean radius Rs and point-mass tidal perturber B of mass m orbiting with a mean
motion n. The radiative core of radius Rc , mass Mc , and density ρc is surrounded by the convective envelope of density ρe .

Tidal dissipation in the convection zone of A originates from the excitation by B of inertial waves, which have the
Coriolis acceleration as restoring force and are excited if the tidal forcing frequency ω ∈ [−2Ω, 2Ω]. They are damped
by the turbulent friction, which is modelled using a turbulent viscosity (see e.g. Ogilvie & Lesur 2012, and references
therein). Its analytical evaluation in our two-layer model was conducted by Ogilvie (2013) who assumed an incompressible convective envelope, which corresponds to inertial waves with shorter wavelength than the characteristic length of
variation of the density. In this modeling, the dissipation of tidal internal gravity waves in the stable radiative core is not
taken into account (Barker & Ogilvie 2010; Ivanov et al. 2013) and the higher-frequency acoustic waves are filtered out.
It allows us to compute the frequency-averaged tidal dissipation given in Ogilvie (2013) (Eq. B3) and to introduce an
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the frequency-averaged modified tidal quality factor, Q0 , for Ω = 10Ω , where Ω is the solar angular velocity, as
a function of time for stellar masses (Ms ) from 0.4 to 1.4M .

equivalent modified tidal quality factor, Q0 , as defined by Ogilvie & Lin (2007)∗ :
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We introduce the quadrupolar complex Love number k22 , associated with the (2, 2) component of the time-dependent tidal
potential U that corresponds to the spherical harmonic Y22 . It quantifies at the surface of the star (r = Rs ) the ratio of
the tidal perturbation of its self-gravity potential over the tidal potential in the simplest case of coplanar systems. In the
case of dissipative convective envelopes, it is a complex quantity which depends on the tidal frequency (ω) with a real
part that accounts for the energy stored in the tidal perturbation while the imaginary part accounts for the energy losses
(e.g. Remus et al. 2012). We also recall the correspondance with the commonly used real hydrostatic quadrupolar Love
number k2 , which is independent of ω in the case of fluid layers, and an equivalent tidal quality factor Q. The dissipation
being averaged in frequency (with the corresponding notation h...iω ), its complicated frequency-dependence in a spherical
shell (Ogilvie & Lin 2007) is filtered out. The dissipation at a given frequency could thus be larger or smaller than its
averaged value by several orders of magnitude.
3

Tidal dissipation along stellar evolution and the variation of Q0

Following Mathis (2015), we compute the variation of the equivalent modified tidal quality factor Q0 (Eq. 2.1) as a function of stellar mass, age and rotation. To reach this objective, we compute the radius and mass aspect ratios (respectively
α and β) as function of time using grids of stellar models from 0.4 to 1.4M for a metallicity Z = 0.02 computed by Siess
et al. (2000) using the STAREVOL code. It allows us to plot in Fig. 2 the variation of Q0 with time with taking into
account the simultaneous variations of α, β, and Rs . On the Pre-Main-Sequence (hereafter PMS), it decreases towards
the minimum value, which decreases with stellar mass, corresponding to the region around (αmax ≈ 0.571, βmax ≈ 0.501)
∗ We point out here that equivalent quality factors Q0
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where the dissipation is maximum for all stellar masses. This is due to the formation and the growth of the radiative
core that leads to spherical shell configurations where dissipative inertial wave attractors may take place (Ogilvie 2005;
Goodman & Lackner 2009). The time coordinate of this minimum is smaller if stellar mass is higher because of the corresponding shorter life-time of the star. Then, Q0 increases to rapidly reach its almost constant value on the Main Sequence
(hereafter MS). As already pointed out, and expected from observational constraints (e.g. Albrecht et al. 2012) and previous theoretical works (Ogilvie & Lin 2007; Barker & Ogilvie 2009), it increases with stellar mass from 0.6M K-type
to A-type stars by several orders of magnitude (≈ 3 between 0.6 and 1.4M ) because of the variation in the thickness of
the convective envelope, which becomes thinner † . For 0.4M M-type stars, the radiative core has an evolution where it
finally disappears. Therefore, the configuration converges on the MS to the case of fully convective stars with the weak
dissipation of normal inertial modes (Wu 2005). Finally, for higher mass stars, we can see a final decrease of Q0 because
of the simultaneous extension of their convective envelope and contraction of their radiative core during their Sub Giant
phase leading again the star towards the region of maximum dissipation in the (α, β) plane.
It is also crucial to discuss consequences of the rotational evolution of low-mass stars. As we know from observational
works and related modelling (e.g. Gallet & Bouvier 2013, 2015, and references therein), their rotation follows three phases
of evolution: i) stars are trapped in co-rotation with the surrounding circumstellar disk; ii) because of the contraction of
stars on the PMS their rotation (and thus ) increases; and iii) stars are braked on the MS because of the torque applied by
pressure-driven stellar winds (e.g. Réville et al. 2015, and references therein) and  decreases. As a detailed computation
of stellar rotating models is beyond the scope of the present work, we have here computed Q0 for an intermediate rotation
Ω = 10Ω (the values for Ω = Ω and Ω = 100Ω will be 100 times higher and lower respectively). From results
obtained by Gallet & Bouvier (2013, 2015), we can easily infer that Q0 decreases during the PMS because of the growth
of the radiative core and of the angular velocity. On the MS, Q0 increases because of the evolution of the structure of the
star and of its braking by stellar winds.
4

Conclusions

All low-mass stars have a decrease of the equivalent modified tidal quality factor for a fixed angular velocity in their
convective envelope for tidal frequencies lying within the range [−2Ω, 2Ω] so that inertial waves can be excited until they
reach a critical aspect and mass ratios close to (αmax , βmax ) during the PMS. Next, it evolves on the MS to an asymptotic
value that reaches a minimum for 0.6M K-type stars and then increases by several orders of magnitude with increasing
stellar mass. Finally, the rotational evolution of low-mass stars strengthens the importance of tidal dissipation during the
PMS as pointed out by Zahn & Bouchet (1989).
In the near future, it would be important to relax current assumptions by taking into account density stratification, differential rotation, magnetic field, non-linear effects (and related possible instabilities) and the dissipation of tidal gravitoinertial waves in stellar radiative cores (e.g. Baruteau & Rieutord 2013; Schmitt 2010; Favier et al. 2014; Ivanov et al.
2013) to get a complete picture (Guillot et al. 2014). Finally, it will be interesting to explore advanced phases of stellar
evolution.
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